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INTRODUCTION
This Candidate Preparation Guide is designed to assist you in preparing for the Investigative
Logic Test (ILT) component of the Chicago Police Department Detective Selection Process.
The goal of the Detective Selection Process is to select individuals who are highly qualified to
perform the duties and responsibilities of assignments in the Detective Division, Bureau of
Investigative Services, of the Chicago Police Department. Detective duty assignments include
Homicide/Gangs/Sex Crimes Unit (HGS), Robbery/Burglary/Theft Crimes Unit (RBT), and
Special Victims Unit (SVU). Given the number of candidates participating, there is significant
competition. The Investigative Logic Test is your opportunity to demonstrate your capabilities in
responding to job-related situations that reflect the important duties performed by detectives.
This preparation guide provides suggestions and tips for helping you prepare for the Detective
Investigative Logic Test as well as specific information about the test instructions and format.
This guide provides general information about the test materials and instructions that you will be
asked to follow during test administration. It also contains practice items representing the types
of questions that will be included in the Investigative Logic Test.

It is to your advantage to

review these instructions and practice the sample items provided, so that you are familiar with
them on the day of the test.

All test materials, questions, and scoring criteria were

developed based on discussion and review with subject matter experts and senior
command personnel in the Chicago Police Department.

In addition to the information about the Detective Investigative Logic Test and related study tips,
this preparation guide provides several appendices containing important information about the
Detective assignments.
);;--

Appendix A contains a list of critical job tasks for the Detective assignments, including
HGS, RBT, and SVU. The Investigative Logic Test is designed to measure the duty
areas to which these critical job tasks are linked.

Y

Appendix B contains a list of the important knowledge areas, skills, abilities, and
personal characteristics that are relevant for performing the Detective assignments.

Y

Appendix C contains blank copies of CPD reports that may be used during the ILT.

Y

Appendix D contains sample IL T Assignment Materials related to the practice questions
included in this preparation guide.
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All of these materials were developed based on extensive job analysis of the Detective
assignments in the Chicago Police Department, Bureau of Investigative Services (BIS). Job
analysis activities included analysis of data from job incumbents and review with Department
subject matter experts and senior command personnel. Note that the information provided in
Appendices A and B is intended only to describe the Detective job as it is performed by
incumbents in the HGS, RBT, and SVU assignments. The Investigative Logic Test does not
focus on specific knowledge or skills that would be acquired through training after selection or
on the job as a Detective. In addition, it is to your advantage to be familiar with the format,
content, and purpose of the reports contained in Appendix C before the day of the exam.
The City wants each candidate for Detective assignments to have an equal opportunity to
demonstrate his or her capabilities. We encourage you to use the materials in this preparation
guide and believe that you will find this information useful in helping you to do your best on the
Investigative Logic Test.

***
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OVERVIEW OF THE DETECTIVE INVESTIGATIVE LOGIC TEST
The Investigative Logic Test (IL T) component of the Detective Selection Process presents
questions relating to investigations and other situations that are often encountered on the job in
the Detective assignments.

The IL T is designed to measure the application of important

knowledge, skills, abilities and personal characteristics that are required to perform the critical
duties of the Detective assignments (HGS, RBT, and SVU), including administrative
responsibilities, written communications, investigation of cases, criminal arrests and processing,
collection and preservation of evidence, investigative interviews, and court testimony. You will
be asked to use the information and materials provided during the test to respond to various
types of questions, including multiple-choice and open-ended questions.

The ILT presumes

that you are knowledgeable about general departmental procedures, but does not require
specific knowledge of Detective procedures or experience in having performed any of the
Detective assignments.

There are several types of questions that will be presented in the Detective Investigative Logic
Test.

The test questions for the ILT will be presented in two separate parts, as described

below. Each part of the IL Twill be separately timed. The time limits are set with the intent to
allow sufficient time for candidates to respond to all of the test questions. The parts of the IL T
are described below, and practice items for each type of test question are included in following
sections of this preparation guide.

PART ONE: HANDOUTS AND IMMEDIATE RESPONSE ASSIGNMENTS
Part One of the IL T includes several types of Detective assignments.

Handouts are

assignments in which Detectives are given case reports that were taken by beat officers about
incidents that require follow-up investigation. Detectives often receive these handouts a day or
two after the incident occurred.

Another type of assignment involves incidents where

Detectives respond immediately to the scene to conduct their investigation.

In these cases,

Detectives often receive information directly from beat officers or others on the scene before
any reports are completed.

Part One of the ILT includes both types of assignments.

The

information related to each assignment may be presented in the form of case reports that have
been completed and/or information that is told to Detectives at the scene of the incident.
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PART

Two: ONGOING INVESTIGATION ASSIGNMENT

Part Two of the ILT includes one assignment regarding an incident that has already had some
investigative activities completed by Patrol Officers and/or Detectives.

Your role as the

Detective will be to continue the investigation. Again, the information related to this assignment
may be presented in the form of case reports that have been completed and/or information that
is told to Detectives by other individuals (e.g., beat officers, victim, witnesses, etc.).

NOTE: As indicated by the examples included in this guide, the test is divided into two parts.

Part One will contain multiple assignments that involve less reading of background
information and may have fewer questions related to each assignment. Part Two will
contain one assignment that has more reports and background information and may
have more questions to answer about that particular assignment. The general type of
information presented and the questions asked about the assignments are similar
across Parts One and Two of the ILT. The difference is mainly the degree to which the
incident has already been investigated by the time you take over the assignment as the
Detective.

***
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INVESTIGATIVE LOGIC TEST MATERIALS
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
The instructions for completing the ILT will be provided verbally and in writing.

All of your

responses to the questions must be in writing. You will be instructed as to exactly when each
part of the test will begin and end, when the materials can be opened, when to review the test
booklet, and so forth.

You will be given periodic updates from the test proctors about how

much time is remaining for each part of the test.

ILT ASSIGNMENT MATERIALS
The ILT Assignment Materials will be presented in a separate packet from the booklet in which
you will write your answers to the test questions. These materials will include a description of
your specific role for each assignment and related background information, forms, and reports
that simulate investigative assignments of Detectives in HGS, RBT, or SVU. For each part of
the IL T, you will receive the Assignment Materials that were prepared specifically for the related
assignments.

These materials will provide information that you will use to answer the test

questions relating to each individual assignment.

Keep in mind that the different assignments are not related to each other.

The materials

associated with each assignment will be presented in sets. The cover page on each set of
materials will include the following information:

Y

The Assignment number (e.g., Assignment 1, Assignment 2, etc.) and the numbers of
the test questions, so that you know which questions in the separate Test Question
Booklet are related to the materials.

Y

A list of the Item numbers (e.g., Item 1A, Item 1B, etc.) and a description of what each
item contains (e.g., information received from a beat officer, General Offense Case
Report, etc.). The Item numbers will be listed on the cover page and printed at the
bottom of each page of the materials related to the assignment. (Refer to Appendix D in
this guide for examples of how the materials will be presented.)

Y

A brief description of your role for the assignment (e.g., you are given handouts,
respond to a crime scene, conduct a follow-up investigation, etc.). Keep in mind that for
different assignments you may be responding as a Detective from HGS, RBT, or SVU.
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I l T TEST QUESTION BOOKLET
In addition to the ILT Assignment Materials, you will receive an ILT Test Question Booklet that
contains all of the questions that you will answer about each investigative assignment in both
Part One and Part Two. The questions in the test booklet will be organized by investigative
assignment. They will be clearly marked as to which set of materials you should use to answer
the related questions.

You will write your answers to the questions directly in the spaces

provided in the test booklet. You may highlight or take notes on the related materials, but only
the responses that you write in the Test Question Booklet will be scored.

During the ILT, you will be asked questions about the investigative assignments that are
presented in the ILT Assignment Materials, as well as additional information that may be
presented in the Test Question Booklet. Some questions may ask specifically about one item
(e.g., a specific report) related to the assignment. Other questions may ask more generally
about actions or decisions for which you must refer to several items to find the information
needed to answer the question fully.

As you can see, the Investigative Logic Test will present a variety of written materials and
questions, and you will need to do a good deal of reading. It is important to plan and organize
your time to be able to review all of the assignment materials and complete all of the test
questions. Again, some of the materials provided for an assignment may be more important,
while others may be less important. You will need to read all of the information provided and
determine which materials require more attention than others in order to complete all of the test
questions within the time limit.

The following sections of this Candidate Preparation Guide contain instructions and practice
investigative assignments, including background materials and questions. The ILT Assignment
Materials contained in Appendix D of this guide are related to the four practice assignments.
The materials are presented so that they look like the materials (i.e., cover page, related Items,
Your Role) as they will appear in the actual Investigative Logic Test. On the day of the test, you
will be able to separate the materials that relate to each investigative assignment, so that you
can organize them in whatever manner you find most convenient.

***
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INVESTIGATIVE LOGIC TEST
For the Investigative Logic Test (ILT), you are to assume the role of a Detective in the fictional
Area 9 of the Chicago Police Department. Keep in mind that for different assignments you may
be responding as a Detective assigned to HGS, RBT, or SVU.

For each assignment, read

carefully the information presented in the ILT Assignment Materials, including the cover page
which lists the related items and describes your specific role as the Detective.

In the various assignments, you will be asked to respond to questions related to typical
investigative activities and paperwork that a Detective would be likely to encounter on the job.
The ILT is designed to focus on the critical duty areas that are performed by Detectives in the
various assignments, but it does not require specific job knowledge that would be provided to
you in training upon selection into the position.

The ILT requires you to respond to the

questions by using your own judgment, consistent with Department policies and procedures,
about the best or most effective way to handle each assignment as a Detective.

You will write your answers to the test questions directly in the ILT Test Question Booklet. For
a test of this type, it is often useful to review the test questions and related materials first, so
that you understand what you will be asked to do for each assignment. Before you start to
respond to the questions, read all of the materials related to the exercise (e.g., your role,
background information, reports, or other documentation), so that you are familiar with the
information you have available. Again, keep in mind that some of the materials may be more
important than others for responding to the questions. As you read the materials, you may
highlight, underline, or write on them.

However, nothing you write on the materials will be

scored. Only the responses you write in the Test Question Booklet will be scored. Also,
do not write on the back sides of any pages in the test booklet. Anything written on the back
sides of the pages will not be scored.

Read the questions carefully. Be sure you understand what you are to do. For example, if the
question asks for a brief response, do not write a page-long essay. If a question asks for a list
of things to do, make a list, do not write a paragraph. If a question asks you to check a specific
number of boxes, do not check more than the number specified.
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IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER

1. Write your responses as clearly, neatly, and accurately as possible. While misspelled
words or grammatical errors may not count against you, they do detract from the clarity
of your response and make your answer harder to understand. Answers that cannot
be read or understood will not be scored.
2. For questions that ask about important actions or pieces of information, provide
answers that refer to important things. Some things may be more important than
others.
3. While there may be many things you should do in a given situation, some will be of
higher priority or greater urgency than others. For example, a question may ask for the
first thing you would do, or initial actions you would take to begin your investigation.
While "Complete reports" or "Interview offender when located" may be appropriate
actions to take when you are further into your investigation, other actions may be of
higher priority immediately.
4. Provide only the number of responses indicated by the question. For example, if the
question asks for a list of five actions, do not write a list of ten actions. If the question
says to check a specific number of boxes, and you check more than that number, you
will receive zero (0) points for the question, regardless of the boxes that you checked.
Be very careful to check exactly the number of boxes specified in the question.
5. Some questions ask for an explanation for your decision or action (e.g., "What action
would you take? Briefly explain why.") Be sure to provide a rationale for your .
response if required by the question.
6. Some questions may exclude certain individuals or actions from your response (e.g.,
"Aside from interviewing the victim and witnesses, what actions would you take ... " or
"Other than photographs and fingerprints, what physical evidence should be
processed ... "). Focus your response only on the information that is specified in the
question.
7. Read the information provided in the materials related to the assignment (e.g.,
background information, reports, etc.) carefully before answering the questions. Base
your responses on the information provided in the relevant materials. Do not jump to
conclusions or read more into a question than is there. There are no trick questions.
8. Make certain that you are referring to the correct Item numbers on the materials when
answering questions.
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9. The purpose of the Investigative Logic Test is to assess your capabilities as they relate
to important duties that are relevant to Detective job. Respond to the questions as you
would if you were a Detective.
10. Make sure that: (a) you have answered all the questions, (b) you have marked your
answers in the appropriate spaces provided, and (c) your answers are relevant to the
questions that are asked. If you have time at the end, go back and check.
11. Your score for the ILTwill be based on the total number of points associated with
the responses you provide to all of the questions. It is to your advantage to
answer every question, even if you have to guess.
12. The situations presented (including names of all people, businesses, streets, phone
numbers, etc.) are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual people, places, or events is
not intentional.

***
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PRACTICE ILT TEST QUESTIONS
This section of the Candidate Preparation Guide contains four practice assignments similar to
the assignments and related questions that will be presented in the Investigative Logic Test.
The materials related to each assignment are presented in the same format that you will see on
the day of the test.

Review the Practice ILT Assignment Materials contained in Appendix D, and practice
responding to the test questions presented on the following pages for each assignment. Write
your answers in the spaces provided. Then, compare your answers to the example responses
presented in the following section of this guide.
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PRACTICE ILT TEST QUESTION BOOKLET
PART ONE: HANDOUTS AND IMMEDIATE RESPONSE ASSIGNMENTS

ASSIGNMENT 1
(Questions 1-2)

1. What additional information, related to this incident, would you want to check or
verify that could be obtained from resources other than people?
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2. Other than talking to the victim and the witness, list what specific actions you would
take to assist in locating the stolen snow blower.
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END OF ASSIGNMENT 1
CONTINUE ON TO ASSIGNMENT 2
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ASSIGNMENT 2
(Questions 3-6)

3. After Officer Stover, who will you interview first when you arrive at the school?
Briefly explain why.

Who)-

Why)-
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4. Of the following questions, check the five (5) questions that would be most important
to ask the victim about her allegation of abuse.
Check five (5)
.,,1

·~ Who is the person who abused you?

J

D

Where and when did the abuse take place?

fl

Gl

Did you sustain any other injuries in addition to the bruised arms and back?

v

~" Was this the first time or ongoing?

D

Have you ever run away before?

D

What is your typical relationship with your mother's boyfriend like?

V D

What were the circumstances or what prompted the beating?

~ Does your mother's boyfriend drink, or use drugs, or have mental problems?

D

Have you ever been arrested?

J

:S_

Does your mother have any knowledge of the abuse?

·I

D

Are there other incidents of abuse that have been reported from your house?
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5. Aside from interviewing any parties involved or potential witnesses, list two (2)
important actions that you should ensure are taken immediately in response to this
situation?

When you go the victim's residence to talk to the mother, you find two children (ages 5 years
and 2 years) on the sofa watching TV. The home is in terrible condition. There is garbage
everywhere; a lot of roaches, and the toilet is stopped up. The 5-year-old has bruises on his
arms and legs. No parent or other adult is present.
6. What would be the most effective next step to take as the Detective?
Check one (1)

D
~

D

A. Call beat officers to take the children to the hospital. Interview neighbors to try and
locate the mother of the children.

B. Take custody of the children and transport them to the hospital. Call for an
evidence technician, secure the scene for pictures, and interview neighbors for
information about the children's mother.
C.

Take the children to the neighbor's residence and ask the person there to watch
the children until their mother returns, while you investigate the circumstances at
the home.

END OF ASSIGNMENT 2
CONTINUE ON TO ASSIGNMENT 3
Copyright© 2005
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ASSIGNMENT 3
(Questions 7-9)

As the Detective, you respond to Park Plaza Hospital to investigate a report of a female victim
who is being treated for a sexual assault. The first responding officer is at the hospital when
you arrive.

7. Who do you need to interview at the hospital to investigate this assault?

8. In addition to your interviews at the hospital, list the initial steps that you would take
or ensure are taken to begin your investigation of this assault.

\JI
(
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During the course of your investigation, you speak with a female friend of the victim. She tells
you that she did not witness the incident, but that people in the neighborhood are saying that a
man named Ross committed the sexual assault. She also provides you with his address.

9. What would be the most effective next step to take as the Detective?
Check one (1)

A. Follow up on the friend's information about the man and canvass for witnesses in
an attempt to verify the identity of the suspect.

D

B. Ask the friend if she knows of anyone who witnessed the crime and provide her
with your contact information in case she learns anything more.

D

C. Continue to search for individuals who actually witnessed the crime without
regard to the information provided by the friend's statement.

END OF ASSIGNMENT 3
END OF PART ONE: HANDOUTS AND IMMEDIATE RESPONSE ASSIGNMENTS
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PRACTICE ILT TEST QUESTION BOOKLET
PART Two: ONGOING INVESTIGATION ASSIGNMENT

ASSIGNMENT 4
(Questions 10-15)

10. Aside from overall photographs of the jewelry store office, what specific evidence do
you need to ensure is photographed by Evidence Technicians?

11. List the specific evidence in the store that you need to ensure is processed for
fingerprints.
u
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12. Other than photographs and fingerprints, what specific physical evidence do you
need to ensure is collected from the scene?

LP cJ
(

c

I

As the Detective, you need to prioritize the individuals listed in the Patrol Division-Canvass
Worksheets (Items 4B and 4C) for follow-up interviews. Keep in mind that you cannot interview
everyone at once. Certain individuals may have information that is more likely to be useful to
your immediate investigation. Other individuals may be less likely to have useful information,
although you might want to follow-up with them later. Some individuals do not have any useful
information and would not need to be interviewed again.

13. On the line next to the name of each of the individuals listed below (refer to Items
4B and 4C), write one of the following letters (I, P, or N) to indicate whether the
individual is:

I= Important to interview right away; or

=Perhaps relevant for interviews later; or
N =Not worth following up in this case.
P

D

( '-

!,

t"

(,'

J

_f'---

tJ

.i.-

I

Item 48 (1)

Rene Boe

Item 48 (2)

Shirley Standard

- - - Item 4B (3)

Maria Born

-~F- Item 48 (4)

Brent Gaylord

Item 4C (1)

Clive Stockton

Item 4C (2)

Carrie
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While interviewing the employees at the White Hen, one of the employees, Jason Smith, stated
that he remembers some guys who drove up to the store and came in around 1:00 a.m. on
Sunday morning. They bought sweet rolls and a large coffee. Smith said that he had never
seen them in the store before. They seemed to be nervous about somethirl9_:
14. List three (3) important topics of information that you would ask this employee about
what he observed.

2);;>

Ot°SC(;

J

While interviewing one of the daytime White Hen employees, she states that the business has a
video camera in place that records 24 hours a day. She states that only the manager has the
I key to the room where the tape is kept. When you talk to the manager about getting the tape,
1 he is reluctant to give it to you.
15. What would be the most effective next step to take as the Detective?
Check one (1)

D

A. Tell the manager if you do not get it from him you will get it from the corporate office.

D

B. Inform the manager that if he does not cooperate, you could arrest him for
obstruction.
C. Explain the need for the video and how the tape could help identify possible
offenders.

END OF ASSIGNMENT 4
END OF PART Two: ONGOING INVESTIGATION ASSIGNMENT

***
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ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS FOR PRACTICE ILT QUESTIONS
The following answers are representative of what would be considered correct and complete
responses to the practice questions for the Investigative Logic Test. Keep in mind that your
answers do not need to match these responses word-for-word in order to receive full credit. As
long as your answers are clear and understandable, are responsive to the question, and include
all of the essential elements, they will be considered fully correct.

During scoring, partial credit may be given for some types of answers.

For open-ended

questions, the appropriate number of points would be deducted for answers that (a) contain
some, but not all, of the relevant information; (b) include responses that would have a negative
impact on the situation; or (c) do not follow the instructions provided in the question. However,
points would be awarded for the correct portions of such answers, if appropriate.
For multiple-choice questions, pay close attention to the number of responses that you are
asked to check for each question. Some questions ask you to check only one (1) response,
while others ask you to check more than one (e.g., check five (5) or check three (3)). When the
question asks for a specific number of boxes to be checked, you will receive no points (zero; 0
points) if you check more boxes than the number specified in the question.
All of the ILT assignment materials and test questions were developed through discussion and
review with Department subject matter experts.

Your responses to the ILT will be scored

according to detailed scoring guidelines developed with these subject matter experts and senior
command personnel in the Chicago Police Department.

To make this Candidate Preparation Guide as informative as possible, explanations of why the
following answers for the practice questions are correct are provided along with the response to
each practice question. You will not need to provide such explanations on the actual test. The
answers provided in the guide represent examples of complete responses expected from
candidates taking the test. Again, your answers do not need to match those shown exactly, but
they should contain the same ideas or information to receive full credit.
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ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS FOR PRACTICE QUESTIONS
PART ONE: HANDOUTS AND IMMEDIATE RESPONSE ASSIGNMENTS

ASSIGNMENT 1
(Questions 1-2)

1. What additional information, related to this incident, would you want to check or
verify that could be obtained from resources other than people?

• Attempt to identify the offender based on nickname Top Dog using the suspect
nickname file
• Check for similar patterns of burglaries
• Review contact cards for information about the blue van or individuals called Top
Dog
• Review recent penitentiary releases by accessing the Illinois Department of
Corrections (IDOC) database
• Conduct a Narrative text search in Data Warehouse to search for information
regarding blue vans involved in other burglaries or partial license plate information

Explanation
For this answer, you should provide a list of information that you could check or verify using
various resources (other than people), such as internal and external databases or particular
functions of Department systems (e.g., Data Warehouse). There may be other information that
you would want to check once you have talked to the victim and the witness to the incident and
have obtained additional information about the case. However, at this point, all you have is the
information provided in the case report. Also note that the focus of the question is on the
information related to the incident that you could check or verify based on the information you
have available from the case report. Therefore, your answer should focus on the information,
not just provide a list of databases.
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2. Other than talking to the victim and the witness, list what specific actions you would
take to assist in locating the stolen snow blower.

• Verify whether the scene was processed by Evidence Technicians
• Enter serial number for the snow blower into databases (NCIC; LEADS; Hot Desk)
• Check with locations or entities that are likely outlets for stolen snow blowers
(snow blower repair shops; pawn/resale shops; metal junk yards; scrap metal
places; Internet sales websites)

Explanation
Although in the course of your investigation you will take many investigative actions, there are
three actions that specifically relate to locating the stolen snow blower based on the information
you have in the case report.
•

Verify whether the scene was processed by Evidence Technicians. This was not
marked on the General Offense Case Report, which only shows that the ET was
notified. As the detective, you have the responsibility to ensure that evidence is
collected and preserved. Processing the scene, including fingerprints in this case,
would be important for identifying who broke into the garage and stole the snow
blower.

•

Enter serial number for the snow blower in databases (e.g., NCIC; LEADS; Hot
Desk). Detectives need to ensure that information about stolen property gets entered
into various computerized systems. Because a serial number was given for the snow
blower, it is important to enter it into appropriate databases for tracking purposes if it
is recovered.

•

Check locations that are likely outlets for stolen property (e.g., repair shops;
pawn/resale shops; metal junk yards; scrap metal places; Internet sales web sites).
As a detective investigating this type of crime, one of the best avenues to take in
locating stolen property is to check with places burglars would likely try to pawn/sell
the stolen property to get quick money. You would not need to include all of the
examples listed to receive credit for this part of the response.
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ASSIGNMENT 2
(Questions 3-6)

3. After Officer Stover, who will you interview first when you arrive at the school?
Briefly explain why.

Who ~ Ms. Jamison, the teacher
Why~
(Either of the following reasons would be acceptable)

•

Detectives should try to talk to the reporting witness first to get more
information before talking to the victim or offender or outcry witness.

•

It is likely that the teacher will be able to provide an overview of what has

occurred and have an objective point of view.

Explanation
This question asks you to identify who you would interview first when you arrive at the school
and to briefly explain why. The first person you would want to talk with is the teacher, Ms.
Jamison, because she was the reporting witness. Ms. Jamison will have a broad overview and
a more objective point of view about what has occurred related to this situation. You would
want to get as much information as possible from her before talking to the victim, the offender,
or the outcry witness, Ida Winn. Additionally, you know that the victim is in school, so it is not
necessary to try to find her right away for your interview.
To receive full credit for this type of question, you would need to identify who you would
interview first and provide a reason as to why you chose this individual.

If you provide the

name of the person without the reason, you would not receive full credit. Additionally, the
question says to briefly explain why. You do not need to write a lengthy paragraph to explain
why Ms. Jamison is the first person you would interview when you arrive at the school. Any one
of the possible reasons listed above would be enough for you to receive credit for the question.
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4. Of the following questions, check the five (5) questions that would be most important
to ask the victim about her allegation of abuse.
Check five (5)
(+2)

~

Who is the person who abused you?

(+2)

0

Where and when did the abuse take place?

(+1)

D

Did you sustain any other injuries in addition to the bruised arms and back?

(+2)
(+1)
(+1)
(+2)
(+1)
(0)

~

D
D

r:i

D
D

(+2)

~

(+1)

D

Was this the first time or ongoing?
Have you ever run away before?
What is your typical relationship with your mother's boyfriend like?
What were the circumstances or what prompted the beating?
Does your mother's boyfriend drink, or use drugs, or have mental problems?
Have you ever been arrested?
Does your mother have any knowledge of the abuse?
Are there other incidents of abuse that have been reported from your house?

Exglanation
This question asks you to check five (5) questions (out a list of 11 possible questions) that
would be most important to ask the victim about her allegations of abuse. Although there may
be other important questions to ask, you are to choose from the list that has been provided.
The questions have different point values (shown in parentheses above) relative to their
importance to your investigation at this time. The (+2) questions identified deal directly with the
abuse at hand. These are the most important questions to have answered by the victim about
her allegation. The (+1) questions, although they may be relevant to the victim's general
situation, are not directly related to the abuse incident. The (0) question has nothing to do with
this incident and would be the least relevant question of those listed. You would receive the
maximum score for this question if you had checked the five boxes shown above.

Caution
Your score for this question would be the total number of points associated with the five
questions you checked. Be aware that if you check less than 5 questions (e.g., 4 instead of 5),
you will receive credit for those chosen, but your score will be less than it might have been if
you had checked another question. NOTE: If you were to check more than 5 questions (e.g.,
6 instead of 5), you will receive no points (a score of 0) for this question. It is very important
that you read the directions for each question carefully and make sure that you check exactly
the number of boxes specified in the question.
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5. Aside from interviewing any parties involved or potential witnesses, list two (2)

important actions that you should ensure are taken immediately in response to this
situation?

1 )-> Have victim taken to a hospital for a check-up of injuries

2 )->

Check the condition at the home, and take victim's siblings to a hospital for medical
examinations and into protective custody, if necessary

Explanation

For this question, you are asked to list two (2) important actions that you should ensure are
taken immediately in response to this situation. Although several actions could be taken right
away, there are some actions that have a higher priority. These are the actions you should
focus on in this type of question.
Highest Priority
These responses would receive the maximum number of points.
•
Ensure the victim is taken to the hospital for a check-up of injuries. The wellbeing
of the juvenile victim is always a critical action in any suspected abuse case. This should
be your first consideration.
•
Ensure a medical exam of the siblings or check the wellbeing at the home and take
the sibling into protective custody.
The victim's statement that she is concerned
about her siblings raises the concern that the other children in the home also are being
abused. You should ensure actions are taken to check on their wellbeing.
Lower Priority
The following responses would receive some credit, but not the maximum number of points for
this question. Although important, these responses are not the highest priority actions that you
would take in this situation.
•
•
•

Have Evidence Technician called to document injuries (e.g., photos).
Contact mother who reported victim missing.
Contact DCFS for history on the family and notify them of the abuse, if your
investigation warrants.

No Credit
Other actions may occur during the course of your investigation, but would not need to happen
immediately. For example, conducting a background check on the offender would not take
priority over ensuring the wellbeing of the victim and her siblings in this case. Such answers
would receive no points if identified as your most important immediate response to this
situation.
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When you go the victim's residence to talk to the mother, you find two children (ages 5 years
and 2 years) on the sofa watching TV. The home is in terrible condition. There is garbage
everywhere; a lot of roaches, and the toilet is stopped up. The 5-year-old has bruises on his
arms and legs. No parent or other adult is present.
6. What would be the most effective next step to take as the Detective?
Check one (1)

(+1>

D

A. Call beat officers to take the children to the hospital. Interview neighbors to try and
locate the mother of the children.
This answer only partially addresses the Detective's responsibilities. It does not
include collection of possible evidence of any abuse that may have been committed at
the residence.

(+2)

~

8. Take custody of the children and transport them to the hospital. Call for an
evidence technician, secure the scene for pictures, and interview neighbors for
information about the children's mother.
The care of children is our primary concern. The siblings of the victim also may be
victims of abuse. The documentation of the scene and the home condition is vital. For
successful prosecution, you would need to gather all possible information to establish
abuse.

(0)

D

C.

Take the children to the neighbor's residence and ask the person there to watch
the children until their mother returns, while you investigate the circumstances at
the home.

The children must be taken to a hospital for medical evaluation, especially after you
observe bruises on the 5-year-old. This answer does not ensure that the children are
given medical care.

Explanation
Shown in parentheses above are examples of the point values that have been assigned to each
of the response alternatives for this practice question. You would receive the point value
associated with the alternative that you selected. Also shown below each alternative are
explanations for the point values that were assigned to each response by the Department
senior subject matter experts. These explanations are provided here to make this preparation
guide as informative as possible in helping you prepare for the Investigative Logic Test. You
will not have to provide explanations for the answers you choose during the actual test.
The point values and explanations were determined by Chicago Police Department
senior command personnel who have experience in the Bureau of Investigative Services and
are knowledgeable about the Detective assignments.
NOTE:
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ASSIGNMENT 3
(Questions 7-9)

As the Detective, you respond to Park Plaza Hospital to investigate a report of a female victim
who is being treated for a sexual assault. The first responding officer is at the hospital when
you arrive.

7. Who do you need to interview at the hospital to investigate this assault?

•

Police Officer

•

Victim

•

Treating Physician

Explanation
For this question, three responses have been identified for which you would receive points. In
this instance, you would want to talk to the responding officer and the victim. You also want to
talk with medical personnel who are familiar with the condition of the victim.

This might be

either the attending doctors or nurses. If you had written "medical personnel," or "doctor," or
"nurse," you would receive credit for this response.

However, if you had listed all three

separately, you would only receive credit once for this category of personnel.
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8. In addition to your interviews at the hospital, list the initial steps that you would take
or ensure are taken to begin your investigation of this assault.

•

Have a rape kit done

•

Determine the location of the crime scene and have it secured

•

Conduct a canvass at the crime scene for witnesses

•

Call for an Evidence Technician to process/collect any evidence (e.g., photos
taken of any visible injuries, any evidence at the scene of the assault, etc.)

Explanation
In response to this question, it is important to consider what your initial steps would be to begin
this investigation. Although there are many steps a detective might take to solve a case, there
are some actions or steps that need to be taken first to begin the investigation. In response to
this question, there are four initial actions that the detective should ensure are taken in this
situation.
•

Have a rape kit done. It is important to ensure that a rape kit is done on the victim as
soon as possible. This may provide critical DNA evidence to identify the offender.

•

Determine the location of the crime scene and have it secured. As the detective, you
would want to determine where the crime scene is located and ensure that it is secured
as soon as possible. It is important to preserve any evidence that may be available at the
scene to assist in your investigation.

•

Conduct a canvass at the crime scene for witnesses. You would want to canvass the
crime scene for witnesses as soon as possible. Someone there may have seen
something or be able to provide information that will assist you in identifying the offender.

•

Call for an Evidence Technician to process/collect any evidence (e.g., photos taken
of any visible injuries, any evidence at the scene of the assault, etc.). Although the
Evidence Technicians process and collect evidence, as the detective, you are responsible
for ensuring the ET is called and informing the ET of any specific evidence you wish to
have processed and collected.

You should always carefully consider the question that you are being asked to answer. In this
question, you are asked to provide the initial steps you would take to begin your investigation.
Although there are other steps you would eventually take to investigate this case (such as
conducting a photo lineup of sex offenders in the area or obtaining a buccal swab from any
suspect identified for DNA testing), these are not actions that can be taken immediately before
you have additional information to work with. You would not receive any credit for listing such
actions, although you would not lose points if they were included in your response to this
question.
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During the course of your investigation, you speak with a female friend of the victim. She tells
you that she did not witness the incident, but that people in the neighborhood are saying that a
man named Ross committed the sexual assault. She also provides you with his address.
9. What would be the most effective next step to take as the Detective?
Check one (1)

A. Follow up on the friend's information about the man and canvass for witnesses in
an attempt to verify the identity of the suspect.

(+2)

Information that leads to a named individual is of utmost importance. Any information
about the location and identity of a suspect should be followed up by detectives
because it could affect how quickly the offender is arrested.
(+1)

0

8. Ask the friend if she knows of anyone who witnessed the crime and provide her
with your contact information in case she learns anything more.
This answer puts too much emphasis on what the friend should do, rather than what
the detective should do, but it leaves the door open for the friend to provide additional
information.

(0)

0

C. Continue to search for individuals who actually witnessed the crime without
regard to the information provided by the friend's statement.
This is not a logical response because it ignores potentially vital evidence that could
lead to solution of this crime and the arrest of the offender.

Explanation
Shown in parentheses above are examples of the point values that have been assigned to each
of the response alternatives for this practice question. You would receive the point value
associated with the alternative that you selected. Also shown below each alternative are
explanations for the point values that were assigned to each response by the Department
senior subject matter experts. These explanations are provided here to make this preparation
guide as informative as possible in helping you prepare for the Investigative Logic Test. You
will not have to provide explanations for the answers you choose during the actual test.
NOTE: The point values and explanations were determined by Chicago Police Department
senior command personnel who have experience in the Bureau of Investigative Services and
are knowledgeable about the Detective assignments.
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ANSWERS AND EXPLANATIONS FOR PRACTICE QUESTIONS
PART Two: ONGOING INVESTIGATION ASSIGNMENT

ASSIGNMENT 4
(Questions 10-15)

10. Aside from overall photographs of the jewelry store office, what specific evidence do
you need to ensure is photographed by Evidence Technicians?

•

Rear door of building; point of exit

•

Roof of building; hole in roof; point of entry

•

Safe; attack points on safe

•

Tools

•

Torch

•

Alarm system in the store

•

White Hen styrofoam coffee cup

•

Cigarette butts

•

Telephone wires that were cut

Explanation
This question is limited to photographs, not other processing of the scene that also would be
done by Evidence Technicians.

As the detective, you need to ensure that ETs take

photographs of specific evidence. The list of specific evidence to be photographed includes
points of entry and exit, the safe, the torch and tools used to enter the safe, the alarm system
and the telephone wires that were cut, the White Hen coffee cup and the cigarette butts.
Note that this questions excludes overall photographs from your answer, so a response such as
"Take pictures of everything" or "Take overall photos of the scene" would not receive any credit.
The question asks for specific evidence to be photographed, such as those listed above.
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11. List the specific evidence in the store that you need to ensure is processed for
fingerprints.

•

Top and side of safe

•

Interior/outside of rear door

•

Tools

•

Torch

•

Wires

•

Display case where coffee cup found

Explanation
As the detective, you also need to ensure that the Evidence Technicians take specific
fingerprints of evidence. The list of specific evidence to be fingerprinted includes the safe, the
rear door which was the point of exit, the tools and torch used to open the safe, the wires that
were cut, and the display case where the coffee cup was found. Again, this question asks for
specific evidence. Here the focus is on the fingerprints to be taken rather than photographs. A
response such as "Take fingerprints of everything the burglars touched "would not receive any
credit.
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12. Other than photographs and fingerprints, what specific physical evidence do you
need to ensure is collected from the scene?

•

White Hen coffee cup

•

Cigarette butts

o

Torch

•

Tools

•

Sample of wire cut

•

Samples of safe insulation

•

Sample of roofing material around hole

Explanation
As the detective, you also need to ensure that the Evidence Technicians preserve and collect
evidence from the scene. The list of specific evidence to be collected includes the White Hen
coffee cup, the cigarette butts, the torch and tools, sample of the wire cut, safe insulation, and
roofing materials around the hole. These pieces of physical evidence can be evaluated for
such things as DNA, tool markings on the wire that was cut, materials that may be found on a
possible suspect or vehicle to link it to the scene, etc. You need to think about what reasonably
could be taken from the store as physical evidence. For example, taking the safe would not be
reasonable because it weighs more than a ton, whereas taking a sample of the safe insulation
is possible.
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As the Detective, you need to prioritize the individuals listed in the Patrol Division-Canvass
Worksheets (Items 4B and 4C) for follow-up interviews. Keep in mind that you cannot interview
, everyone at once. Certain individuals may have information that is more likely to be useful to
your immediate investigation. Other individuals may be less likely to have useful information,
although you might want to follow-up with them later. Some individuals do not have any useful
information and would not need to be interviewed again.

13. On the line next to the name of each of the individuals listed below (refer to Items
48 and 4C), write one of the following letters (I, P, or N) to indicate whether the
individual is:
I

=Important to interview right away; or

P =Perhaps relevant for interviews later; or
N = Not worth following up in this case.

N

Item 4B (1)

Rene Boe

N

Item 4B (2)

Shirley Standard

Item 4B (3)

Maria Born

N

Item 4B (4)

Brent Gaylord

p

Item 4C (1)

Clive Stockton

Item 4C (2)

Carrie

Explanation
To receive full credit for this question, you should have written the letters shown above on the
lines next to each individual listed. For this type of question, you should prioritize the likelihood
that you could obtain useful information from each person using the information you have
available (i.e., the Canvass Worksheets). Do not make assumptions or invent details that are
not indicated in the information that you are given.

I

=Important to interview right away

The important people to interview right away are Maria Born and Carrie. Maria saw the van
behind the store and knows what time it was. She also saw a logo on the van. You will want to
see if you can get further details about the description of the van from her and more information
on the logo to help you identify a possible rental company. Although Carrie was unwilling to
give any information during the police officer's canvass, you will want to follow-up with her
because her apartment is located on the 1st floor (like Maria's apartment in the building next
door), and she has a view of the back of the store. You also need to find out who she is and if
she does in fact live in that apartment (or was visiting). If you don't talk to her now, she may not
be there later. Sometimes individuals may not want to talk to uniformed police, but might be
willing to talk to a detective.
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P

=Perhaps relevant for interviews later

Clive Stockton is perhaps relevant for interview later on. Right now, you know he heard a car
in the alley, but you don't know what night it was. It could have been outside of the time frame
during which the burglary occurred. Even if it was during the relevant time frame, Clive told the
officer that he did not observe the car. You may eventually want to follow-up with him
depending on other leads or new information, but he is unlikely to have information that is
useful to,you at this point in your investigation.
N

=Not worth following up in this case

Rene Boe, Shirley Standard, and Brent Gaylord have no information to provide that will
assist you in investigating this case. Rene says she did not see or hear anything. Shirley says
she was out of town over the weekend, so she could not have seen or heard anything at the
jewelry store in the probable time frame of the occurrence. Brent states that he did not see or
hear anything either.
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While interviewing the employees at the White Hen, one of the employees, Jason Smith, stated
that he remembers some guys who drove up to the store and came in around 1:00 a.m. on
Sunday morning. They bought sweet rolls and a large coffee. Smith said that he had never
seen them in the store before. They seemed to be nervous about something.
14. List three (3) important topics of information that you would ask this employee about
what he observed.

1

>

Can he describe the guys he saw?

2

>

Were there any other employees in the store at the time?

3

>

Were the guys driving a rental van?

Explanation
Although the question only asks you to list three (3) topics of information, four possible topics of
information or categories of responses were identified as appropriate for this question. The
three responses that you provide should fit into three of these categories to receive full credit.
1. Description of the guys (e.g., did they have any tattoos or distinguishing physical
features, how many guys were there, would he recognize them again)
2. Description of conversation (e.g., did he hear any conversation between the guys,
what did they say to each other)
3. Anyone else present in the store at the time (e.g., were there other witnesses, such
as regular customers or employees, who may have seen the guys)
4. Information about the vehicle (e.g., what type of vehicle were the guys driving, did he
notice any rental car name on the vehicle, did he remember any license plate numbers)
This question asks for topics of information. This indicates that you should be thinking
broadly. For example, if your answer to this question included "Were the guys driving a van?
Was there a logo on the vehicle? and Did he see a license plate number on the vehicle?" you
would be given credit for the topic related to Information about the vehicle. However, these
questions all relate to the same topic of information, so you would not receive any points related
to two of the other topics. Your answer should include only one question or statement related
to three different topics of information that would be important to ask the witness.
Keep in mind that this question asks for topics of information relevant to what the employee
observed about the guys he saw in the store. Although there may be additional questions you
would want to ask this employee (such as, "Is there a surveillance camera in the store?"), this
would not be directly relevant to the employee's own observations.
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While interviewing one of the daytime White Hen employees, she states that the business has a
video camera in place that records 24 hours a day. She states that only the manager has the

key to the room where the tape is kept. When you talk to the manager about getting the tape,
he is reluctant to give it to you.
15. What would be the most effective next step to take as the Detective?
Check one (1)

(+1>

D

A. Tell the manager if you do not get it from him you will get it from the corporate office.
This will take some time to accomplish and is not as effective as trying to get the
manager's cooperation; however, it will eventually get you the tape.

D

(0)

B. Inform the manager that if he does not cooperate, you could arrest him for
obstruction.
This is the least effective step as it will alienate the manager. It may further delay what
you seek and may subject you to civil action.

(+2)

~

C. Explain the need for the video and how the tape could help identify possible
offenders.
This is the most effective approach you would want to try first, as it may accomplish
your goal of obtaining evidence in the most expeditious manner.

Explanation
Shown in parentheses above are examples of the point values that have been assigned to each
of the response alternatives for this practice question. You would receive the point value
associated with the alternative that you selected.

Also shown below each alternative are

explanations for the point values that were assigned to each response by the Department
senior subject matter experts. These explanations are provided here to make this preparation
guide as informative as possible in helping you prepare for the Investigative Logic Test. You
will not have to provide explanations for the answers you choose during the actual test.
The point values and explanations were determined by Chicago Police Department
senior command personnel who have experience in the Bureau of Investigative Services and
are knowledgeable about the Detective assignments.
NOTE:

***
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STUDYING AND TEST-TAKING TIPS
STARTING

Now

The Detective Investigative Logic Test focuses on your ability to apply knowledge, skills,
abilities, and personal characteristics that detectives are required to demonstrate on the job.
You have demonstrated your knowledge of Department directives, the law, and other jobrelated information as evidenced by your performance on the Detective Written Qualifying Test.
For the ILT, it is to your advantage to be familiar with the important duties that Detectives
perform (refer to Appendix A), the related knowledge, skills, abilities, and personal
characteristics (refer to Appendix B), the reports contained in Appendix C, and related
Department policies and procedures.

BEFORE THE EXAM

>-

Avoid cramming or trying to memorize information at the last minute. It may help, however,
to review the recommended forms and your notes regarding any topics on which you want
to refresh your memory.

>-

Eat well and get a good night's sleep before the test.

If you are tired or hungry, your

concentration and test performance may be affected.

>-

Make sure you know the exact location and time of the test. Allow yourself plenty of time to
arrive, use the restroom, find your seat, and compose yourself.

>-

Go into the test with a positive attitude, determined to do your best. Focus on what you
know rather than worrying about what you do not know.

>-

Do not discuss the test with other people once you arrive. Generally, this only increases
everyone's anxiety.
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AT THE START OF THE EXAM
);>

Listen carefully to all of the test administrator's instructions and follow them
step-by-step.

If you are working ahead of the instructions, you are likely to miss

important information.

);>

Follow ALL instructions given by the test administrator or proctor, including instructions
about handing out and collecting materials, breaks, restroom procedures, etc. Failure
to do so will disqualify you from the exam.

);>

You will be asked to preview each entire section of the exam as part of the initial
instructions. This will allow you to notice missing or duplicate pages or other problems
with the production of the materials. Notify the proctor if you find anything wrong with
your test materials at this time.

);>

Ask questions at the appropriate times if you are unsure about any directions or
procedures.

DURING THE EXAM
);>

Preview all of the materials related to each exercise before you start to answer the
questions. This will allow you to determine which questions will be easier or harder and
help you schedule your test time accordingly. Do not spend too much time on any one
question. Skip difficult questions, then go back to them later.

);>

Pay attention to your own work, not to what is going on around you.

If you are

wondering how other people are doing or how far they have gotten, you are wasting
valuable time.

);>

Try to stay relaxed during the test. If you have trouble concentrating or become tense,
pause and take a few deep breaths before returning to the test.

***
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SCORING AND ELIGIBILITY INFOMRATION

,

The test administrators will be responsible for distribution, collection, and handling (i.e.,
copying, storing, etc.) of all test materials. The test will be scored by the test development
consultants based on scoring guidelines developed with the CPD subject matter experts
and senior command personnel. The test developers make every effort to include scorers

with diverse backgrounds, including individuals of different racial, gender, and age groups. All
of the scorers receive extensive training in the scoring procedures and application of the
scoring guidelines. In a// cases, at least two scorers must agree on the final score awarded for
each candidate's response to each question on the Investigative Logic Test.

You will be asked to provide identification information (i.e., name, social security number, star
number, etc.) on the cover (which will be removed prior to scoring) of the ILT Test Question
Booklet.

You also will need to write your social security number on each page of the Test

Question Booklet. This procedure will verify that you received all of the test materials and allow
your responses to be scored without knowledge of your name.

At NO time during the scoring process will any of the scorers or any employees of the City of
Chicago see any candidate's name associated with any test response.

Each test will be scored based on specific scoring criteria established by subject matter experts
and senior command personnel in the Chicago Police Department. Your final score will be the
total points you obtain for all test questions on the IL T. This final score will determine your rank
on the IL T Eligible List.

Where more than one candidate receives the same final score,

candidates will be ranked by continuous service date, with more senior candidates ranking
ahead of candidates with more recent continuous service dates.

***
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CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
Critical Tasks for
BIS Detective Assignments (HGS, RBT, SVU)
A. Administrative Responsibilities

1.

Manage case files (e.g., create, update, retrieve, and return), ensuring that necessary
reports, notes, and other documents are included.

2.

Develop files of various types of information (e.g., Modus Operandi/Crime Pattern files,
Investigative Alerts, Felony files, Domestic Violence files, etc.), as appropriate.

3.

Attend roll call/team meetings to keep abreast of activities in the area, exchange
information with other police personnel, obtain work assignments, view streaming video,
etc.

4.

Attend in-service training.

5.

Complete overtime forms, court attendance forms, and other related personnel
documentation and submit them to immediate supervisor for review.

6.

Use computer software to access computerized databases (e.g., CLEAR "Data
Warehouse," CHRIS, LEADS, SOS, NCIC, Court Screen, TRAK System, CPD Intranet, the
Internet, etc.).

7.

Use word processing software to complete reports, memos, letters, etc.

8. Written Communications

8.

Read and review various written communications (e.g., Commanding Officer's book, Daily
Bulletins, special bulletins, legal interpretations, etc.) to obtain information.

9.

Read field case reports (e.g., General Offense Case Reports, Missing/Found Persons
Reports, Crime Scene Processing Reports, etc.) related to assigned cases.

10. Read and review medical reports (e.g., autopsy reports, reports of lab test results, etc.).
11. Prepare General Progress Reports (i.e., field notes, case progress logs) during the
investigation of cases to document activities performed, individuals interviewed,
surveillance, etc.
12. Complete detailed narrative written reports (e.g., Supplementary Reports, Lineup
Supplementary Reports, Arrest Reports, Felony Minute Sheets, etc.) documenting activities
performed in conducting investigations.
13. Review case reports prepared related to assigned cases for accuracy and completeness.
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14. Complete various forms (e.g., Complaints, Investigative Alerts, Arrest Warrants, photo
requests, Community Alerts, bulletins, inventories, court documents, Criminal Debriefing
Form, etc.).
15. Write memoranda, letters, electronic mail, and submissions for publication (e.g., Persons
Wanted, Look Out Messages, Salutes in Daily Bulletin, To-From-Subject reports, letters of
notification to victims/complainants, etc.) to communicate with individuals inside and outside
the Department.

C. Oral Communications
16. Communicate with individuals involved in cases (e.g., victims, complainants, witnesses,
etc.) to provide information about their cases (e.g., status, process of handling cases, court
dates, etc.) and assistance programs, as needed (e.g., victim/witness program, relocation
program, etc.).
17. Communicate with partner, supervisor, team members, and other individuals working jointly
on cases, regarding investigative activities, progress, and results.
18. Communicate with Patrol officers (e.g., officers in district of occurrence or on the scene of
the crime) to obtain additional information and provide technical advice (e.g., crime
classification, types of case reports, etc.).
19. Communicate with police personnel in other work units within the Department (e.g., Crime
Lab, Narcotics, Extradition Unit, Fugitive Task Unit, Juvenile Advocacy Section, etc.) to
share intelligence, update status of investigations, coordinate activities, and make or
respond to requests for services or information.
20. Communicate with personnel at prisons and detention facilities and with parole or probation
officers to ascertain status of offenders.
21. Communicate with federal, state, or local agency personnel (e.g., Customs, FBI Task
Force, DCFS, Juvenile Court Advocacy Center, Illinois State Police, Secretary of State,
Medical Examiner's Office, other municipal police agencies, etc.) to exchange information,
coordinate activities, and make or respond to requests.
22. Present evidence and facts of cases to Assistant State's Attorney during felony review and
pre-trial conferences.
23. Provide information to citizens (e.g., juveniles, parents of juveniles, victims, etc.) as
necessary, including information about social help agencies, violation of child custody
orders, how to obtain orders of protection, etc.
24. Communicate with medical personnel to check on status of victims or offenders.
25. Notify victims' families of serious injury or death.
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D. Investigation of Cases
26. Evaluate reports related to assigned cases to determine the nature of the case, schedule
investigation activities, establish criminal conspiracy, etc.
27. Develop investigative strategies for interviews, investigations, collection of evidence, etc.
28. Respond to and investigate complaints or requests (e.g., Hot Line faxes regarding child
abuse/neglect, identity theft, check fraud, etc.).
29. Investigate and evaluate reports of missing persons following established procedures for
regular, immediate action, and high profile cases.
30. Investigate the whereabouts of non-registered sex offenders.
31. Conduct forceful entry (e.g., entering establishments, vehicles, etc.) in exigent
circumstances and during execution of Search Warrants.
32. Take charge of investigations at crime scenes and ensure the crime scene is secured.
33. Canvass area around crime scenes to identify and gather witnesses for questioning,
including conducting follow-up canvass of area after a crime has occurred.
34. Review various sources of information (e.g., previous addresses, name checks and aliases,
voter registration logs, gun registrations, outstanding warrants, citations issued in area of
crime, licensed premise checks, title searches, inmate records, utility checks, Field Contact
Cards, post office records, currency exchanges, pawn shops, traffic records, etc.) to
develop possible leads.
35. Follow up leads provided by witnesses and other relevant individuals (e.g., informants) or
records.
36. Determine validity of allegations and assess credibility of individuals (e.g., verifying,
comparing, and analyzing accounts of witnesses, victims, and offenders in relation to
evidence gathered, checking alibis, determining validity of orders of protection or custody
orders, etc.).
37. Review evidence and details of a crime to evaluate and draw conclusions concerning the
crime, motives, and possible individuals involved.
38. Revise theories as new evidence or facts are revealed during the progress of an
investigation.
39. Obtain necessary legal documents related to cases (e.g., Investigative Alerts, Felony
Review papers, Search Warrants, Arrest Warrants, extradition papers, writs, proffers,
MUDD and Toll records, PENS, etc.).
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40. Schedule and conduct live and photo lineups (including computerized photos using CLEAR
System), involving appropriate personnel (e.g., investigators, social workers, etc.) as
required for juvenile lineups.
41. Schedule and coordinate with specialists needed to conduct specialized investigative
activities (e.g., polygraphs, preparation of composite drawings, Victim Sensitive Interviews,
etc.).
42. Determine status of cases (e.g., open, closed, suspended, unfounded, progress, etc.)
based on investigation and information available and reclassify case reports, as required,
using information obtained from investigation.
43. Investigate police-related shootings (i.e., shots fired at or by police officers) and participate
in round table with Assistant State's Attorney, Street Deputy, Commander, and OPS.
44. Review and analyze information contained in paper files and computerized databases to
identify crime patterns, possible offenders, distinct problems, similarities across criminal
cases and across geographical boundaries, etc.
45. Determine ownership and verify accuracy of stolen property lists (e.g., using serial
numbers, l.D. marks, etc.) and notify Records Section.
46. Identify and verify gang allegiance (e.g., through verbal admission, tattoos, signs, etc.).
47. Make identification of dead bodies, including completion of appropriate paperwork (e.g.,
VICAP form).
48. Review telephone records to identify individuals communicating with suspects or victims.

E. Criminal Arrests and Processing
49. Request, process, and/or serve Arrest Warrants and Investigative Alerts.
50. Detain arrestees for investigative purposes within legal and Departmental guidelines (e.g.,
probable cause, 48-hour rule, juvenile detention time limits, etc.).
51. Conduct pat-down and custodial searches of offenders.
52. Arrest or assist in the arrest of criminals or suspects, including restraining individuals,
advising arrestees of their constitutional rights, and participating in mass arrest situations.
53. Travel to other locations (e.g., out of state, to the suburbs) as necessary to conduct
interviews with offenders or witnesses or assist in arrest and transport of offenders, children
abducted, etc., according to relevant Federal and/or jurisdictional restrictions (e.g., method
of travel, carrying weapons, etc.).
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54. Transport juveniles, witnesses, victims, and suspects, as necessary, (e.g., to police
facilities, home, scene of crime area, protective custody, shelters, etc.).
55. Make decisions concerning the custody of juveniles (e.g., take protective custody, leave in
the home), including obtaining information from DCFS (e.g., to put juvenile in custody of
relatives).
56. Make decisions regarding adjudication of juvenile offenders (e.g., formal or informal
adjustment, court referral, not secure detention, etc.).
57. Confer with Assistant State's Attorney to determine proper charges for offenders, additional
information needed, further investigative actions to be taken, etc.
58. Process juvenile offenders who will be charged as adults following appropriate guidelines.
59. Evaluate the need and, when appropriate, request through chain of command that
offenders be held past court call.
F. Collection and Preservation of Evidence
60. Evaluate crime scenes or sites of Search Warrant executions and coordinate the collection
and preservation of evidence, including directing Evidence Technician/Crime Lab personnel
at the scene (e.g., DNA evidence, photographs, fingerprints, etc.).
61. Inventory evidence obtained at crime scenes and establish chain of custody using
appropriate procedures and tools (e.g., computerized system to inventory and track
evidence and property taken into custody).
62. Obtain "elimination" fingerprints or DNA evidence, as necessary and appropriate given
other available evidence.
63. Follow up on collection and processing of evidence in criminal sexual assault and sexual
abuse cases (e.g., rape kit by hospital, collection by Evidence Technician, results from
Crime Lab, etc.).
64. Examine victim and offender for wounds and identification, including examination of victim's
and offender's clothing.
65. Request and process Search Warrants prior to collection of evidence, as required.
66. Ensure that evidence reports and criminalistic reports are included in case files.
67. Confer with Evidence Technician and review related reports to determine the extent and
quality of evidence available.
68. Ensure that evidence found by others is inventoried and documented in appropriate reports.
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69. Ensure request is made to Crime Lab to analyze evidence and follow up to obtain
information concerning the results of tests conducted on evidence.
70. Obtain consent to search or court order for buccal swab and DNA testing.

G. Investigative Interviews
71. Conduct interviews over the telephone with complainants, victims, witnesses, and other
persons to obtain facts concerning cases.
72. Conduct field interviews with witnesses at crime scenes and other individuals who may
provide information potentially relevant to cases.
73. Conduct interviews with juveniles according to rules and regulations.
74. Conduct interviews with personnel representing public and private agencies (e.g., doctors
and medical specialists, other police agencies, Medical Examiner's staff, Fire Department
members, Public Aid officials, DCFS, Child Advocacy Center, telephone company liaison,
insurance agencies, school officials, referral agencies, etc.) to collect information relevant to
assigned cases.
75. Conduct interviews of suspects to gather background information, possible alibis, gang
affiliation, admission of guilt, implication of offenders, etc.
76. Re-interview witnesses and/or interview individuals identified by witnesses to determine
veracity of witness statements.

H. Trial Preparation and Court Testimony
77. Read and review case files in preparation for court appearances.
78. Discuss criminal cases (pre-trial, trial, grand jury, etc.) and review evidence with Assistant
State's Attorney in order to be familiar with case details and charges.
79. Obtain evidence from ERPS (Evidence and Recovered Property Section), if requested by
court.
80. Testify in court or before the grand jury, as requested or required, to present evidence
regarding cases.
81. Notify victims, witnesses, and police officers about the time and place of court hearings,
encouraging them to attend and possibly transporting victims and witnesses to and from
court if needed.
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DETECTIVE IMPORTANT KNOWLEDGE AREAS, SKILLS,
ABILITIES, AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
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CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
Important Knowledge, Skills, Abilities, and Personal Characteristics
for BIS Detective Assignments (HGS, RBT, SVU)
Knowledge Areas
1.

Knowledge of Illinois Compiled Statues 325-Children (e.g., Abused and Neglected Child
Reporting Act)

2.

Knowledge of Illinois Compiled Statues 705-Courts (e.g., Illinois Juvenile Court Act)

3.

Knowledge of Illinois Compiled Statutes 720-Criminal Offenses (e.g., Criminal Code,
Offenses Against Persons, Offenses Against Property, Offenses Against the Public)

4.

Knowledge of Illinois Compiled Statues 725-Criminal Procedures (e.g., probable cause,
preliminary hearings, grand jury, trial procedures, etc.)

5.

Knowledge of Illinois Compiled Statues 750-Families (e.g., Illinois Domestic Violence Act)

6.

Knowledge of crime classification using the Incident Reporting Guide

7.

Knowledge of general law enforcement methods, procedures, and policies defining the
powers and authorities of a law enforcement officer (e.g., arrests, weapons, deadly force,
pursuits, warrants, unmarked cars, etc.)

8.

Knowledge of Department policies and procedures regarding the conduct of
investigations (e.g., preliminary investigations, missing/found persons, death investigations,
violent crimes, property crimes, abuse and neglect, domestic violence, overhears, etc.),
including reporting instructions and investigative procedures (e.g., lineups, investigative
alerts, polygraphs, buccal swabs, etc.)

9.

Knowledge of legal considerations connected with the interviewing process (e.g.,
Miranda, juvenile interviewing procedures, attorney's rights, etc.) and investigative
interviewing techniques (e.g., identifying deceptive behavior, assessing
witness/victim/suspect credibility, conducting victim sensitive interviews, etc.)

10. Knowledge of evidence recovery, collection, and inventory procedures and techniques
(e.g., marking, documenting, Crime Lab, types of tests, packaging, DNA, etc.)
11. Knowledge of Departmental resources (e.g., CLEAR "Data Warehouse," CHRIS, Triple I,
SOS, Domestic Violence Advocate, Legal Bulletins, Training Bulletins, etc.) and other
resources (e.g., NCIC, LEADS, HIDTA, the Internet, other governmental, civilian/nongovernmental) available for use in solving problems, including how to obtain resource
information
12. Knowledge of notification requirements and other communication procedures within
the Department (e.g., situations requiring notifications, written notifications, radio
communication, etc.)
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13. Knowledge of contacts and communication procedures with other agencies (e.g.,
Assistant State's Attorney, other police agencies outside the jurisdiction of the Department,
federal agencies, etc.)
Skills and Abilities
14. Oral Communication-Understanding, expressing, or communicating information, thoughts,
ideas, instructions, or descriptions verbally so that others will understand; listening carefully
when others are speaking and asking questions as necessary to clarify points {e.g., speaking
understandably, using gestures and body language appropriately, summarizing information
clearly and concisely, presenting legal arguments, etc.).
15. Investigative Interviewing-Effectively obtaining information from witnesses, victims,
offenders, and other relevant individuals (e.g., changing interview style to communicate
effectively and obtain information; interpreting, evaluating, and summarizing information
obtained from individuals interviewed; etc.).
16. Written Communication-Understanding, expressing, or communicating information,
thoughts, ideas, instructions, or descriptions in writing so that others will understand (e.g.,
taking notes, completing forms, recording or entering information, using grammar correctly,
composing reports including summarizing information logically, clearly, accurately, and
concisely, etc.).
17. Critical Thinking/Problem Solving-Systematically collecting and analyzing the full range of
information necessary to solve problems; applying knowledge and experience to select,
organize, and logically "process" relevant information and draw reasonable conclusions;
evaluating and comparing information to identify conflicts with existing information;
recognizing facts or information that is incomplete or ambiguous (e.g., comparing objects,
interviews, or other pieces of information collected; detecting consistencies and
inconsistencies between statements; correctly identifying and stating problems; determining
facts of a particular case; recognizing a pattern across a series of events; evaluating
conflicting information from witnesses, offenders, or victims; formulating and testing theories).
18. Judgment/Decision Making-Taking appropriate and timely actions in specific circumstances
given the information known, even under conditions of uncertainty; assessing and managing
risks and likely outcomes of various actions; determining if a crime has been committed, the
nature of the crime, and required courses of action. (e.g., releasing suspects from custody,
making an arrest, determining presence or absence of criminality in cases, adjudicating
juvenile offenders, taking custody of children, etc.).
19. Planning/Organizing/Scheduling-Strategizing and prioritizing multiple work activities;
making efficient and situationally appropriate use of time and resources; controlling or
coordinating the work of self or others to accomplish tasks and meet deadlines (e.g., directing
the collection of evidence at the scene of the crime, prioritizing investigative procedures,
establishing investigative goals and methods to achieve them, working on multiple cases
simultaneously, scheduling cases and court dates, etc.).
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20. Observation-Observing and recognizing events and circumstances taking place; noting
others' actions and demeanor in order to evaluate behavior and credibility (e.g., conducting
surveillance activities, crime scene processing, searching for missing persons, interrogating
suspects, etc.).
21. Memory-Selectively and accurately recalling relevant information at the appropriate time;
retaining information as appropriate using both long- and short-term memories (e.g.,
remembering information collected from interviews, recognizing individuals or methods with
possible connections to other crimes, recalling facts for presentation in court, etc.).
22. Computer Skills-Completing reports, forms, and other documentation using computer
software; accessing and analyzing information from databases using automated systems.
23. Equipment Operation-Operating Department vehicles, firearms, and other approved
weapons safely; using radio and other communication systems.

Personal Characteristics
24. Interpersonal Relations/Empathy-Developing and maintaining effective and cordial working
relationships with others; being courteous to victims, juveniles, witnesses, the public, family
members, coworkers, etc.; resolving interpersonal conflicts in a professional and diplomatic
manner; understanding the feelings, thoughts, or motives of another person; (e.g.,
cooperating and coordinating actions with others, responding to inquiries courteously,
adopting an appropriate interpersonal role with a variety of people; etc.).
25. Influencing Others-Influencing others' behaviors, opinions, attitudes, or judgments; using
appropriate language, tone, incentives, or other techniques to gain trust and persuade others
to cooperate (e.g., persuading witnesses, complainants, or offenders to provide information;
getting work accomplished through others, such as Crime Lab personnel, patrol officers, etc.).
26. Objectivity-Remaining unbiased or detached in the face of rejection or hostility; maintaining
a realistic perspective; willing to consider different points of view, versions of events, or other
possible theories; remaining uninfluenced by emotion or personal opinion (e.g., dealing with
uncooperative witnesses, victims, offenders, medical personnel; etc.).
27. Adaptability-Demonstrating a flexible, changeable approach in response to shifting priorities
or ambiguous work situations; switching to different tasks or applying different methods to
meet changing schedules or other circumstances; redirecting attention to accomplish tasks
after interruptions (e.g., change in status regarding urgency of a case, availability of
witnesses, receipt of new information, shift changes due to manpower needs, etc.).
28. Attention to Detail-Giving careful attention to the details of one's work; being thorough and
making sure nothing is left undone; ensuring that appropriate quality checks are done to
prevent errors or mistakes (e.g., checking reports for accuracy and completeness, ensuring
appropriate procedures are followed, completing and reviewing forms, gathering evidence at
a scene, etc.).
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29. Dependability-Following through on assignments without prompting; maintaining a good
attendance record; arriving promptly and prepared for work; requires minimal supervision;
conscientious about work performance.
30. Initiative-Anticipating or recognizing a need and taking action; actively influencing events
rather than demonstrating passive acceptance of the outcome; initiating or coordinating
activities to address situations in which no one has direct or assigned responsibility; providing
additional information or assistance to victims; sharing information with co-workers.
31. Stress Tolerance-Maintaining composure and self-control in difficult circumstances;
remaining self-assured in conflicts, emotionally charged situations, or in front of large groups;
maintaining concentration and level of performance under pressure, opposition, frustration, or
crisis (e.g., court testimony, media exposure, crowd situations, unusually high volume of
work, limited resources available, etc.).
32. Persistence/Patience-Staying with a task or assignment, despite obstacles or lack of
enthusiasm, until it is completed or it is no longer reasonably attainable; tolerating periods of
inactivity or delay (e.g., following up on all leads to close a case, waiting for new details or a
break before continuing investigation, maintaining awareness of facts or missing information
during lulls in activity, waiting for call backs from complainants or for arrival of responsible
parties to release juvenile detainees, etc.).
33. Professional Orientation and Commitment-Remaining firm in one's allegiance to the
Department's core values and remaining faithful in pursuit of the Department's mission
despite obstacles or opposition; setting high standards for personal job performance and
working hard to achieve them; following Department policies and regulations and supporting
their intent and value; demonstrating positive regard for one's career and profession.
34. Personal Integrity-Demonstrating consistency among one's principles, values, statements,
and behaviors; building trust and credibility with others through demonstrated commitment to
personal values; accepting responsibility for one's own decisions and actions in the face of
challenge or adversity.
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Appendix C
Relevant CPD Reports
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DETECTIVE INVESTIGATIVE LOGIC TEST
RELEVANT CPD REPORTS
Blank copies of the following reports are provided in this appendix:

Y
Y

General Offense Case Report

Y

Case Supplementary Report (Bureau of Investigative Services)

Patrol Division - Canvass Worksheet

Information relevant to the various assignments included in the Investigative Logic Test will be
presented using these reports. It is to your advantage to be familiar with the format, content,
and purpose of these reports before the day of the test.

Note that the Case Supplementary Report (Bureau of Investigative Services) is a computerized
form that may contain different headings or information, depending on the nature of the
investigation (e.g., burglary, homicide, kidnaping, etc.). The sample provided in this appendix
contains headings that may be used in similar reports for the Investigative Logic Test.
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ASSIGNMENT 1
(Questions 1-2)

Related Assignment Materials

Item 1A General Offense Case Report (RD No. HL-368361)
Burglary-Forcible Entry

Your Role
Detectives often receive "handouts," which are Case Reports taken by Patrol officers regarding
incidents that require follow-up investigation. You are the Detective who is given the following
handout by your supervisor (refer to Item 1A). You are to conduct the follow-up investigation on
this garage burglary incident.
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ASSIGNMENT 2
(Questions 3-6)

Related Assignment Materials

Item 2A Background information received from Police Officer Stover

Your Role
You are the Detective who has been assigned to respond to Kelvin Junior High School to
investigate a report of suspected child abuse.

Copyright © 2005
City of Chicago, Illinois. All Rights Reserved.
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As the assigned Detective, you arrive at Kelvin Junior High School at 0930 hours on Monday,
28 Feb 2005. You are met by Police Officer Stover, who tells you the following information:

•

Ms. Jamison, a teacher at Kelvin Junior High, reported a 14-year-old girl, Susan Cole, as
the victim of physical abuse. According to Ms. Jamison, the victim confided to a classmate
(Ida Winn) last Friday that she was afraid to return home because her mother's live-in
boyfriend beat her on Thursday evening.

The classmate told the teacher about this

conversation today (Monday morning). Ms. Jamison called police to report the abuse after
talking to the victim, who is currently in school.

•

While she was talking to the victim, Ms. Jamison noticed that Susan Cole appeared
disheveled and was visibly bruised across her forearms. The victim told Ms. Jamison that
her mother's live-in boyfriend caused the bruises on her arms and back. The victim stated
that she is worried about her two siblings (ages 5 and 2) who stay at home with the
boyfriend while her mother is at work.

•

Officer Stover ran a name check that identified the victim as a missing person. According to
the Missing Person Report, Susan Cole did not return home after leaving school on Friday
afternoon, and was reported as missing by her mother on Saturday morning.

Item 2A
Copyright© 2005
City of Chicago, Illinois. All Rights Reserved.
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ASSIGNMENT 3
(Questions 7-9)

Related Assignment Materials

NONE

Your Role
You are the Detective who has been assigned to respond to Park Plaza Hospital to investigate
a report of sexual assault.
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ASSIGNMENT 4
(Questions 10-15)

Related Assignment Materials

Item 4A General Offense Case Report (RD No. HL-389453)
Burglary-Forcible Entry
Item 48 Patrol Division - Canvass Worksheet (RD No. HL-389453)
Item 4C Patrol Division - Canvass Worksheet (RD No. HL-389453)

Your Role
You are the Detective who has been assigned to conduct an immediate follow-up investigation
of a burglary at a jewelry store. When you arrive at the scene, the responding officer has talked
to the victim and an employee at the store (refer to Item 4A). Rapid response officers have
conducted a canvass of the area (refer to Items 48 and 4C).

Evidence Technicians have

arrived on the scene.
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